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Description
Tracker form can be used as contact forms and subscription forms.

Especially when it comes to subscription form the GDPR regulation from 2018 makes it necessary to do some kind of validation - usually with a validation email similar to the validation email Tiki optionally sends out when a user registers.

If I would use Tracker forms for validation of subscriptions or registrations (ex for conferences) the tracker should have the option to automatically send a validation email and a filter (index!) to display validated and non-validated items and further more an option to manually validate ... in case there has been personal or phone contact between office and registrant.

There is a validation option in Trackers, but that seems to address another problem and is not usable for the described type of use cases.
See here: Tracker-Field-Validation

Feedback welcome and thanks for considering,
regards
Torsten
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Easy to solve?
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Demonstrate Bug

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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